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Foreword

T

HE INDIVIDUAL school and college zealously guards its right to
determine all matters pertaining to credit. Many aspects of the
problem of credit have elements common to all institutions. Consequently, over the period of years regional accrediting associations have
become increasingly important in appraising these common elements and
making recommendations to member secondary schools and colleges. Any
national crisis increases the community of interest, and war above all.

As in 1918-19, schools and colleges are today or will soon be faced
with the question of the granting of credit to men and women returning
from military service. Realizing that these problems should be met now
rather than in the haste and emotionalisms of the immediate postwar
period, the American Council on Education has been working for several
months in cooperation with the Army Institute (now the United States
Armed Forces Institute) in the development of plans to provide a sound
professional basis for appraising educational values acquired by those in
service.
The proposals described in this pamphlet have been enthusiastically
endorsed by the regional accrediting associations. But this is not enough.
It is in the individual institution- secondary school, college, and university- that the real problem must be met. It is the individual institution t hat will feel the competitive urge. It is the individual school or
college that will be liberal under pressure, legislative and personal, perhaps even to a fault in the granting of credit.
Sound educational practice, which in the long run will be to the best
interest of the returning soldier and sailor, should guide the policies of
both secondary and higher educational institutions. It is our earnest
belief that the procedures described herein provide such a basis. The
Council earnestly commends them to the faculties and administration in
the hope that the competitive period following World War I will not be
repeated, and that such credit will be granted to each man and woman
returning from the armed forces as shall assure their adjustment or
readjustment into the educational program of the institution.

It is our further conviction that if some such policy is earnestly adopted
now and publicly announced to students leaving the institutions for military service, there will be a continuing incentive, not only for them to gain
utmost profit from the educational value of such military life, but also
for them to find encouragement to return to the institution when the war
1s over.
GEORGE
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I. Introduction

t\ MERICAN education is virtually unanimous today in 1
11 ploring the chaotic conditions which prevailed at the e
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of the First World War in the granting of indiscrimin:
"blanket credit" to men who had served in the armed fore
It will be remembered that in those years schools and colle~
literally competed in the amount of credit allowed, and tl
almost without exception the credit was awarded on the ha
of military time-serving alone, without relation to educatio1
competence. In addition to its patent educational unsoundne
such undiscriminating credit was but a dubious kindness to t
returning service men themselves. Large numbers of th1
were unequipped to maintain scholastic or academic work
the arbitrary levels to which such credit assigned them, a
in consequence quickly failed out. In other cases the ere,
granted was inadequate recognition of the individual's act\
increased educational competence as the result of his· milita
service.
That the motives behind the granting of blanket credit w<
wholly laudable and patriotic is beyond dispute. But by t
identical token, American schools and colleges today are
the verge of being asked to repeat the error-not only at soi
future time of demobilization, but NOW. Already serv
men are being demobilized as casualties and for a variety
other reasons and are beginning to return to educational Ii
(Exact figures must remain confidential, but the number
such men at the present time is by no means negligible and
all indications will accelerate sharply.) And already edu
tional institutions are beginning to feel the pressure-w
meant but shortsighted-to grant indiscriminate blanket ere
to these returning service men.
Thus, unless an acceptable alternative is found without
lay, American education may discover that it has no choice
cept to revert to this detrimental practice. A few institutio
in fact, have already felt the necessity of taking such a st
But the great majority of schools and colleges, though eat
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INTRODUCTION

to reward the unselfish service of men in the armed forces and
also to recognize increased educational competence resulting
from military training and educational programs, desire earnestly to avoid repetition of blanket credit if any reasonable
way can be shown them to do so.
In this situation, the American Council on Education was
glad to offer its services to schools and colleges, in the effort
to discover a workable and educationally valid alternative program. On April 6, 1942, the Council called together a special
committee to develop policies and procedures for the evaluation of educational experience of men and women in the armed
forces. At this meeting a definite plan was formulated. The
recommendations were transmitted through the Subcommittee
on Education of the Joint Army and Navy Committee on W elfare and Recreation, to the Special Service Division, Services
of Supply, War Department. The plan as projected and developed in the intervening weeks, in cooperation with the
Education Branch of the Special Service Division and the Army
Institute (now the United States Armed Forces Institute),
was approved by representatives of the regional accrediting
associations called together by the Council on May 28. The
plan was also approved by the Committee on Accrediting
Procedures of the Council on October 26.
This pamphlet is a statement of the program which has
been developed by the Council, working in close cooperation
with the armed forces. Procedures have been set up which
will furnish the basis for sound accreditation of the continuing
education of men (and women) in the armed forces, in terms
of demonstrated educational competence.
It should be stated most emphatically at this point that
neither the Council nor the armed forces cooperating with the
Council in developing the procedures described in this pamphlet has any intention o_r desire to impose an external program
on American education. Rather, the suggested procedures
should be regarded solely as an attempt to provide valid records and measures of educational attainment and competence
for the individual institution to use in the light of its own

program in determining the amount of credit to be granted,
and thus to avoid the evils of unsound blanket accreditation
which followed the last war. It is scarcely necessary to point to
the immense additional value to each institution of such information in a predictional or guidance sense, for placement
as well as credit, or to the literally tremendous advantages in
such matters as transfer and certification with which the several accrediting associations as well as individual institutions
are concerned.
All of the regional accrediting associations- the North
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, the
New England Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools,
the Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, and the Northwest Association of Secondary and
Higher Schools-have already endorsed the proposed program in principle (see Appendix) . The official action taken
by the regional associations and by representative colleges and
universities are included in the Appendix as suggestive of the
kind of action that individual institutions may wish to take.
In closing this introductory statement of the problem now
confronting American education, it is well to emphasize that
there are two highly important and encouraging distinctions
between the situation which prevails today with regard to
accreditation of military experience and the situation which
prevailed in 1919-20. One of these is the existence today,
within the armed forces, of training and educational programs
which far exceed in scope and intensity anything which existed
in the First World War. The other is the possibility, through
techniques developed by American education in the last twenty
years, of a far more discriminating evaluation of the educational benefits of military service than was possible at the
close of the last war. Both of these factors are discussed in
the pages which follow.
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II. Continuing Education in the Armed Forces
HE PROGRAM of training and education in the armed services of the United States today, though directly and necessarily concerned with "contributing to military effectiveness,"
has nevertheless been rightly described as the largest adult
education movement of all time. The diverse types of instruction comprising this program may be classified broadly in four
main, if sometimes overlapping, categories: ( 1) formal training-time, ( 2) supplementary training-time, ( 3) formal offduty time, and ( 4) informal off-duty time. All have been described so frequently in educational journals and the public
prints that a brief outline here will be sufficient to recall the
extent and scope of the program as a whole.

T

FORMAL TRAINING-TIME INSTRUCTION
Formal training-time instruction includes basic military
training, officer candidate training, technician schools for enlisted men, and officer specialist schools. Upwards of six
million men and women, by the best available figures, have already received or are undergoing basic training in the Army,
Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, WAAC, WAVE, and
other arms of the service; and this number will be greatly increased in coming months. Almost half of all enlisted personnel today,, it is estimated, goes on to one or more of the
hundreds of technician, officer candidate, and officer specialist
schools.
The instruction periods in these schools vary from four
weeks to ten months or more, and the subjects range from automotive mechanics and cookery to advanced meteorology and
tropical diseases-in short, everything from the most elemental
skills to the most advanced scientific research.
Some of these schools are conducted by the military arms
themselves; others by utilizing the plants, curricula, and faculties of civilian schools and colleges.
4
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SUPPLEMENTARY TRAINING PROGRAMS
Supplementary training-time programs, largely of an orienta tional nature, exist to an extent unknown in previous wars.
All modern media of communication are utilized: the motion
picture, radio, phonograph records, lectures by qualified civilian as well as military authorities, graphics, visual aids, the
written word.
Specific examples of this kind of training include : the teaching of foreign languages by specially prepared phonograph records (troops which landed in North Africa in the first great
American offensive carried such records with them aboard their
transports) ; an extensive series of specially prepared indoctrination motion pictures on the backgrounds of the war,
together with existing documentary and educational films;
specially written informational guides to foreign countries
where soldiers and sailors are to be sent-to mention but a
few.
While such training has the immediate objective of increasing the effective striking power of the American arms, it also
possesses lasting sociological and educational implications
which cannot be ignored.
FORMAL OFF-DUTY TIME INSTRUCTION
The formal off-duty time educational program of the armed
forces is centered today chiefly in the United States Armed
Forces Institute,1 which serves both Army and Navy personnel. The Institute began operations at Madison , Wisconsin, on April 1, 1942, with an allotted administrative staff
of five officers and 65 enlisted men. Today it is directed by
the Education Branch of the Special Service Division, Services of Supply, War Department, with the collaboration of the
Special Activities Division, Bureau of Na val Personnel, Navy
Department. 2
1
Known as the "Army Institute" until January 28, 1943 .
•Brigadier General Frederick H. Osborn is director of the Special Service
Division, Services of Supply. Colonel Francis T. Spaulding, on leave of absence
from his position as dean of the Harvard School of Education, heads the
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CONTINUING EDUCATION IN THE ARMED FORCES

The program of the Institute has been described in detail
elsewhere (see particularly Bulletins Nos. 24 and 36, "Higher
Education and National Defense,'' prepared by the American Council on Education). One part of the program consists of 64 courses, mostly at secondary school level, offered
directly by the Institute, with an enrollment fee of $2 a course;
additional courses are under construction and are increasingly
self-teaching, in response to military necessity. The other part
of the program includes approximately 700 selected courses
at both high school and college level offered by the extension
divisions of 79 American colleges and universities through
the Institute which pays one-half of the cost of such courses
up to $20, the soldier or sailor paying the remainder. Copies
of the Catalog of the Institute, listing the full curricula for
both types of instruction, may be obtained by addressing a
request to the Institute at Madison, Wisconsin.
The Institute program is still in its early stages. However,
already more than 14,5 00 men and women are now enrolled,
with 1,400 new registrations during a recent single week. It
is anticipated that with the Navy and Coast Guard now included, the registration will reach 100,000 by the end of the
current fiscal year. All steps in setting up the Institute program have been taken only after consultation with committees
of educators drawn from all levels and types of instruction,
and the program has been further reviewed by impartial
groups of educators and endorsed as educationally sound.
A special word should be said with regard to the Navy's
participation in the Institute program. The following quotation is taken from the excellent preface by the Chief of
Na val Personnel to the Navy edition of the Institute Catalog:

needs. Men and women of the Navy will find it to be of great practical
advantage, both while they are in service and afterwards. In the interes1
of the wartime naval personnel, it has now been deemed advisable tc
supplement the Navy training program by a broad educational oppor·
tunity for use by the student, at his own convenience, on his own time
and wherever he may be stationed, so that he may keep in contact witlhis profession, learn or perfect a trade, or, in some cases, round out hi!
high school or college education. The long-term effect of the neVI
program will be for the benefit of the .student. The immediate effec1
will be his development as a greater asset to the war effort. . .
Through the courtesy of the Army, the Bureau of Naval Personnel ha:
arranged to make available to enlisted and commissioned personnel o:
the Navy all the facilities of the Army Institute. It is now possibl<
more than ever before for the Navy to serve its men while thev an
serving their country.

For many years the Bureau of Naval Personnel has conducted a
wide educational program in scores of specialties for the purpose of
increasing the fighting efficiency of its officers and men. In peace and
in war, this program, now widely expanded, serves the Navy's military
Education Branch. Captain C. C. Baughman, U.S.N., is director of Special
Activities, Bureau of Naval Personnel. Lt. Commander Ralph T. Sentman,
U.S.N., is officer in charge of the Educational Services Section.
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The informal off-duty time programs of the armed service!
include a wide variety of activity which, though of less· direc1
application, is still pertinent to educational development. Ex
amples of such contributing activities are: library facilities o:
more than 10,000,000 books; weekly orientational "news
maps" posted in all Army day rooms and Na val stations
music, art, and dramatic programs; discussion groups spon
sored by the forces themselves and by such organizations a:
the USO; public-speaking competitions; some hundreds o
camp, post, and station newspapers, and the all-Army new
weekly, "Yank"; special radio programs "beamed" to over
seas posts and bases. Even a recreational motion pictur1
program which makes it possible for a million men to "go t<
the movies" daily is not entirely lacking in collateral educa
tional import.

A

CHALLENGE TO EDUCATION

Because this pamphlet is primarily concerned with th
specific problem of credit, rather than with military trainin1
and education programs per se, the outline above has bee.
purposely general rather than detailed. But it is clear fror
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even this brief description that any program of such breadth
and variety cannot but add substantially to the educational
competence of many of the individuals exposed to it. It is
fully recognized that such educational increments are not and
cannot be the complete and rounded equivalent of college or
h igh school experience. Their values vary widely, furthermore, in respect to individual capacity and extent of experience. Nevertheless, they provide a tangible and measurable
foundation upon which institutions can build their own programs for the returning service man in the postwar era. The
existence of such a foundation presents to American education
both a challenge and an opportunity.

Ill. A Program for Sound Educational Credit fc
Military Experience

HE PROBLEM of accrediting the educational achievemer
of men and women in the armed services was first public]
recognized, in the present war, by the National Conference c
College and University Presidents on Higher Education an
the War which was attended by approximately 1,000 leadin
educators representing 46 states, Canada, and Puerto Rico, ~
Baltimore, Maryland, January 3 and 4, 1942. One of tb
recommendations made by this conference proposed that:

T

Credit be awarded only to individuals, upon the completion of the
service, who shall apply to the institution for this credit and who sha
meet such tests as the institution may prescribe . . . . [Resolution 1C

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROGRAM

In the consideration of a curriculum for the Army lnstitut
(now the United States Armed Forces-Institute) the proble1
of accrediting was again recognized and acted upon. T
the representatives of the armed forces and advising educato1
engaged in formulating the lnstitute's program, it was obviot
that one of the strongest incentives which could be offered t~
prospective student would be the possibility of receiving sorr
form of credit, upon readmission to academic or scholast
life after demobilization, for correspondence study complete
during military service. At the same time it became increa
ingly evident that the customary procedures for accreditin
correspondence study would not be applicable in the light c
conditions of military service. The usual approach to sue
accreditation has been to evaluate a course in such terms :
the formal record of lessons completed by the student, tl
standing of the instructor responsible for supervising tl
student's work, and similar measurements, chiefly subjectiv
Clearly, such evaluation would be highly difficult, if not a
tually impossible, in relation to a program of largely sel
teaching materials studied by thousands of soldiers and sailo
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